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Abstract
Christianity is often portrayed as a negative influence on traditional indigenous community life.
This was not always the case, particularly in New England, as a number of researchers have
verified. Ongoing research into tribal histories in Connecticut west of the Connecticut River
reinforces those findings. “Conversion” often resulted in free goods for tribal members, a white
authoritative figure in close residency who could prevent white neighbors from stealing
reservation resources or selling liquor to community members, and a school for learning English
language, customs, and law. Most importantly, the processes and results of conversion could
create a revitalization movement that promoted community cohesion and enhanced cultural
identity. In this paper, I will present two case studies of the positive effects of Christianity on
tribal peoples: the Schaghticokes in northwestern Connecticut, and the Wangunks in central
Connecticut. Interestingly, the end result was two distinctive forms of Native American identity,
tribal and supra-tribal.

Introduction
Good morning everyone. Today I am going to talk a bit about Christianity and how indigenous
leadership used it as a survival strategy, particularly as a transforming tool to invigorate their
communities, and sustain -- and reinforce -- their indigenous identity. Specifically, I will discuss
two case studies of Christianity’s positive effects on tribal peoples – Moravian Christianity
among the Schaghticoke tribe in northwestern Connecticut, and English Congregationalism
among the Wangunk tribe in central Connecticut. [Slide 2 = map of tribal homelands]
Christianity has often been portrayed as a negative influence on traditional indigenous
community life -- a tool used by Anglo-Americans to assimilate Native Americans into the
dominant white colonial society. And this is true. For example, Christianity was used at 19th
1

century government and church-run Indian boarding schools to forcibly erase the memory of
tribal traditions and lifeways.1 [Slide 3= boarding school photos]
This was not always the case, however, particularly in 18th century southern New England,
where Christianity became a major means for Native American social survival -- as other
researchers have noted. See for example the writings of Joanna Brooks (2010), Linford Fisher
(2012), Daniel Mandell (2010), and David Silverman (2005, 2010).2 This paper contributes to
this area of research through its study of tribal entities living in northwestern and central
Connecticut. Their use of Christian ideology and ritual helped sustain their indigenous identity,
yet in very different ways.

Economic and Political Functions
At the beginning, Christian conversions among indigenous peoples had little to do with religion,
and everything to do with economic and social resilience. Native Americans were sometimes
paid by a minister to attend church services, because if that minister did not have a large
indigenous congregation, the gospel society who appointed him would fill his position with
someone who could. Indian congregants often received gifts of blankets and other material goods
from those gospel societies. The minister often provided a school for teaching English, an
important survival strategy for indigenous peoples. It allowed them to read the various
documents the English wished them to sign without the aid of an English interpreter, and avoid
being cheated or defrauded. It also allowed them to understand the tenets of English law, and
1
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avoid the hefty fines and imprisonments for unknowingly breaking a law. Additionally, the
minister was a leading authority figure in contemporary English society. In many cases, he was
the most powerful man in the town. Political influence allowed him to provide a degree of
physical protection to his indigenous flock. His proximity to a Native American community
could prevent white neighbors from stealing reservation resources or selling liquor to community
members.3
As a result of their Christian conversion, the Wangunk and Schaghticoke communities enjoyed
these and other socio-economic benefits. Even more so, Christianity was the catalyst for their
transformation and renewal. 4

The Schaghticoke Case
Tribal revitalization was particularly important at Schaghticoke because it was a heterogeneous
Indian community. Its members – and leaders -- derived from various tribal societies that were
displaced as a result of the devastating economic and political upheavals and subsequent land
losses that followed English settlement.5 [Slide 4 = Pishgatikuk to Schaghticoke, locational
map]
The Schaghticoke were a relatively new tribe, created sometime in the late 17th/early 18th
century, when the Weantinock tribe of western Connecticut had suffered heavy land losses.
Many members moved to Pishgatikuk at the northern edge of their homeland.6 In the Eastern
Algonquian dialects of southern New England, “Pishgatikuk” means “place at the meeting of two
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waters”,7 because the main settlement was located near the confluence of the Housatonic and
Scatticook rivers. The Scatticook River is presently called Macedonia Brook. The German
Moravian Brethren called the community Pachgatgoch, while the English mispronounced it as
Scatacook (AKA Schaghticoke).8
The Weantinock were joined by others who had suffered huge land losses. They included
members of the adjacent Pootatuck tribe, with whom they were allied through marriage, as well
as other displaced indigenous peoples.9 The Weantinock were already residing in this area of
southern Kent when their leadership petitioned the colony of Connecticut for a reservation -because Englishmen were rapidly encroaching upon their tribal homelands. The colony granted
them a 2000 acre reservation in the same year, 1736.10 Between 1738 and 1741 English colonists
laid out, auctioned off and settled seven towns in northwestern Connecticut, including the town
of Kent on the east side of the Housatonic River, directly across from Schaghticoke.11 [Slide 5 =
1736 public record of reservation, location shown on 1739 proprietors’ map of Kent]

Historical Setting for Mission Development
Some of these land transactions are questionable. Others were contracted with Indian
communities under duress. For some there are no known deeds. “The Public Records of
Connecticut” contain numerous petitions from tribal peoples complaining about fraudulent land
losses or outright encroachment by the English.12 [Slide 6 -- 18th indigenous stressors]
Native communities were undergoing other stresses besides land losses: English farming
techniques, hunting methods, & industry were rapidly destroying the traditional indigenous
7 This definition was given by W.C. Reichel, quoting Schaghticoke culture keeper Eunice Mauwee, the granddaughter of the tribe’s
first known sachem Mauwehue, aka Gideon Mauwee, in A Memorial of the Dedications of Monuments Erected by the Moravian
Historical Society (New York: C. B. Richardson and Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott and Co., 1860), pg. 75.
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economies of hunting, gathering and fishing. Overkill of game animals and clear-cutting of the
landscape resulted in loss of game and their habitats, and of important plant foods. English
livestock was allowed to run loose and destroy Native gardens. Streams were clogged with silt
due to farmland erosion, and polluted by the runoff from mills. English dams impeded the
passage of whatever fish were left.13 Most demoralizing of all were the huge population losses
Native Americans suffered from European diseases and wars.14 Many of those taken were elders
with special knowledge of tribal affairs, including political leaders, religious leaders, crafts
people, and healers, but also warriors -- the protectors of the tribe, and children, who were its
future generation.
Many Native Americans opted to remove themselves from English towns and moved west or
north. But many refused to leave their homelands, which were sacred to them. The land was
given by the Creator to the tribe. Their ancestors lived and were buried in the homelands. The
spirit world revolved about them, and the landscape was filled with objects that signified
important events and persons in tribal history, and commemorated sacred stories.15 And so it was
that many tribal leaders sought ways in which their communities could survive the social and
cultural upheavals caused by English settlement, yet still remain within their sacred homelands.16
This was the historical backdrop for northwestern Connecticut when Schaghticoke leadership
petitioned the Connecticut General Assembly for an English minister and school in 1742. [Slide
7—petition, map of Moravian missions] The Colony agreed but was not forthcoming in their
agreement. The Schaghticoke sachem Mawehue and other tribal leaders actively sought out a
minister, attending various colonial church services, which included the Congregational mission
among the Mohican at Stockbridge, Massachusetts and the Moravian mission at the Mohican
village of Shekomeko in present Pine Plains, New York.
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The Moravian Church emphasized education and missionary work. One of their early leaders
was the Catholic revolutionary Jan Hus, who advocated “giving lay people a more prominent
role in the church and having masses said in vernacular languages”.17 Moravian missionaries
encouraged indigenous leaders to play major roles in church activities, promoted hymn singing
in indigenous languages, and actively discussed religious concepts with their Indian congregants
in non-church settings.

The Moravian Mission at Schaghticoke
The Schaghticoke were drawn to the evangelical Moravian ministry for these and other reasons.
Of prime importance was the humane, brotherly, equitable way Moravian ministers treated
indigenous peoples: they lived among them, invited them into their homes, broke bread with
them, and even married them. In general, the Moravians treated Native Americans as equals.
And so, the Schaghticoke leadership invited them to plant a mission at Schaghticoke. The
Moravians did so in 1743. Several tribal members were baptized, including sachem Mawehue,
who was given the Christian name Gideon.
The Moravians immediately set about building a church, school, and housing with the help of
their Schaghticoke congregation. They introduced new economic pursuits, such as house gardens
with European crops and fruit trees, and encouraged wider trading networks with expanded trade
goods. Missionaries’ diaries, letters to Bethlehem, and baptismal lists show a successful
Christian community with daily church services, occasional love feasts, and numerous religious
conversations between ministers and members. Schaghticoke leaders held positions in the
Church, gave sermons, and “testified’ to their love for Jesus and the teachings of the brethren.
Hymns were translated into the native dialects.18 The Moravian school taught English reading
and writing. Tribal leadership and many tribal members appeared to have embraced the
Moravian version of Christianity with fervor, and the resident brothers wrote uplifting letters of
the mission’s successes.19
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The tribe’s acceptance of Christianity was made easier by the permissive attitudes of the
missionaries. Unlike conventional English ministers, they were most accepting of traditional
indigenous lifeways. The Moravian ministers lived among the Schaghticoke. Brother Martin
Mack and his wife Johanna lived in Gideon’s house prior to the building of their own. They
invited tribal leaders to supper and vice versa. One Moravian minister, Brother Post, married a
Schaghticoke woman. The Brethren exhibited a high tolerance for Schaghticoke cultural
traditions, even those of which they disapproved, such as the matchmaking by older women,
lenient child-rearing practices, and the frequent divorce and remarriage of tribal members.20
Permissiveness extended to traditional native spirituality. [Slide 8 -- examples from Moravian
Archives on sweat lodge ceremonies impeding Christian services] For example, the resident
minister frequently called off or curtailed services because Schaghticoke members were
conducting sweat lodge ceremonies, such as the ritual cleansing of hunters prior to a game
hunt.21 They apparently tolerated the presence of ceremonial stone monuments overlooking the
main path through the tribe’s winter village. Stone and brush monuments are traditional
indigenous mnemonic devices for remembering important tribal events, sacred stories, and spirit
beings, and for conducting ritual. Like other non-western converts, Schaghticoke Christianity
appears to have included elements of traditional indigenous thought.
A mutually satisfying relationship between the brethren and tribal members continued for 28
years. [Slide 9 – Moravian influences on tribal revitalization] During that time, the tribe
thrived.

Moravian records clearly demonstrate that many Schaghticoke had become good

Moravian Christians and were deeply attached to their resident ministers. Tribal community,
cultural traditions, and inter-tribal politics, however, continued to be key forces in the lives of
tribal members.22
Christianity strengthened the tribal community by uniting members around a new ideology with
the common goal of attaining a wonderful afterlife with Jesus, the symbol of universal love.
These commonalities reforged and strengthened intra-tribal bonds. The new doctrine and its
village of Schaghticoke, a wonderful window into the everyday lifeways of the members of a mid-18th century Christian Indian
village in southern New England.
20
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rituals transformed indigenous self-identity and revitalized tribal solidarity. By 1750 the multiethnic Schaghticoke saw themselves as a Christian Schaghticoke nation, welcoming all Christian
red brethren into their midst.23 [Slide 10 – ex. Of tribe welcoming all Christian Indians as
brethren]
By 1771, the tribe’s English neighbors finally succeeded in forcing the Moravians to close the
mission and withdraw permanently to their center in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 24 Although there
was some indigenous movement out of the area,25 the tribe remained entrenched on the
Reservation, as its residential center. Some families joined the local Congregational Church and
Christianity continued to be one of the common denominators bonding tribal members. 26 [Slide
11 – James Harris on the 1890 Reservation]
In the later 19th century Schaghticoke James Harris, a direct descendant of sachem Gideon
Mauwee, became a local Christian minister who successfully led a mixed congregation of
Indians and whites.27 When the tribe’s white overseers sold off its most livable portions, the rez
became the social and political center for the tribe, as it is to this day. During the ensuing
centuries Schaghticoke became a major refuge for all Native American peoples attempting to
escape Anglo-American domination and discrimination. [Slide 12 – 20-21st cc at Schaghticoke]
The Schaghticoke tribe has been continuously recognized by the colony and state of Connecticut
as an American Indian tribe, with 400 acres of the original reservation at Pishgatikuk. 28
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The Wangunk Case
The Wangunks were a populous tribe with extensive homelands on both sides of the Connecticut
River in present Connecticut. Over a dozen of their villages are mentioned in the colonial
literature. [Slide 13 -- location of homelands & major villages] Because of their location along
a navigable river that was a major trade route for the 17th century fur trade, the Wangunks were
one of the first indigenous peoples to feel the deleterious effects of European colonization
described previously. The earliest recorded European contact was with the Dutch trader Adriaen
Block in 1614—over a hundred years before Schaghticoke encounters with Europeans. Brisk
trade relationships with both the Dutch and English developed soon after, and in 1633 both of
those countries planted settlements on Wangunk lands in Suckiog (present Hartford) and in
Matianuck (present Windsor).29
The lower Connecticut Valley contains some of the richest agricultural lands in New England.
Coves, along which the Wangunk villages were located, were ideal for shipping and shipbuilding
industries. And so, the English hungrily ate up Wangunk homelands, forcing tribal members onto
a number of reserves that shrank and disappeared well before the end of the 18th century. By
1734, all but the reservation at Wangunk (present Portland) were gone. By 1785 it too was sold
off by Middletown officials to repay the town for the debt of providing for Mary Cushoy, the
elderly widow of the former sachem. She passed sometime before 177130, which strongly
suggests that English officials used their care to her as an excuse to relieve the Wangunk of their
final remnant of homeland.
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Christianity and the Wangunk
One of the Puritan priorities was Christian conversion of the Indians, and so the Wangunk were
early introduced to Christianity. The First Church of Christ in Suckiog (present Hartford) was
planted in 1636.31 The First Church in Mattabeseck was organized in 1668.32
Substantial success in indigenous conversions, however, did not appear to occur in the region
until the early to mid-18th century. Not fortuitously, this is also the time that ministers opened
schools for Indians, teaching not only Christianity but also English reading and writing. 33 In
other words, the initial indigenous draw to Christianity at this time was education, not religious
conversion. This is supported by the fact that, during the middle and late 1700s, Wangunk land
transactions and official petitions are signed in English by indigenous leaders. Prior to that time
period the documents only contained their “marks”.34
The Wangunks were closely allied to the Tunxis through marriage35 and through Christianity. A
number of Wangunks removed to the Tunxis communities in Farmington and New Hartland after
the 18th century land sales to the English.36 The Wangunk John Mettawan –originally from
Middletown -- was schooled by a Farmington minister. Mettawan later became a school teacher
at Tunxis.37 Joseph Johnson, a Christian Mohegan and the son-in-law of the Mohegan
31
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Presbyterian minister Samsom Occom, was also a school teacher at Tunxis.38 Johnson actively
promoted Christianity because he believed that only educated, Christian Indians could succeed in
a white world. He opened and closed the school day with prayer, and spent a good deal of time
making hymnbooks for his students. Christian hymnody (hymn singing) was one of a number of
indigenous transformations that were tools for continuing the persistence and networking of
indigenous communities.39 [Slide 14 – page from a Brothertown Indian tunebook]
Religious scholar Joanna Brooks40 refers to indigenous hymn singing as “pan tribal”, and
considers it a significant tool in the creation of the Brothertown movement and its product, the
Christian Indian town of Brothertown in western New York. Hymn singing occurred not only
during Sunday services but also at indigenous social gatherings several nights a week “devoted
to singing and prayer”41.
Many of the Wangunk who were living in Tunxis communities eventually joined with them and
other mainly New England tribal peoples in the Brothertown Movement, a pan-tribal religious
movement founded by Mohegans Joseph Johnson and Samsom Occum, and Montauk David
Fowler. The Movement advocated the creation of a separate Christian Indian town independent
of and geographically removed from white society. 42 The town, aptly named Brothertown, was
originally located in Oneida territory in western New York. White encroachment eventually
forced its sale, and community members moved westward to Wisconsin in the 1830s. The
Brothertown Indian Nation is presently a state-recognized tribe located in Wisconsin.
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After their exodus to Brothertown after the American Revolution, Wangunks were considered
politically extinct by the Connecticut government.43 Wangunk leaders apparently presaged this
scenario. Rather than lose their “Indianness”, the Wangunk transformed from a single tribal
entity into a pan-tribal indigenous Christian community which, as archaeologist Timothy Ives
has noted, “does not necessarily signify the end of a Wangunk identity but does evidence
dynamic reintegration within a broader, preexisting social network”.44 Indeed, members of the
present Brothertown community do acknowledge the Wangunk tribe as one of its multiple
genealogical sources.

Conclusions
In conclusion, although Europeans viewed Christianity as an assimilative tool to eradicate Native
American cultures, indigenous leadership effectively used conversion to achieve the very
opposite goal. Christianity could be a potent transforming tool in indigenous revitalization. It
was utilized as such by the 18th century Schaghticoke and Wangunk tribes. In both cases, the
sharing of Christian ideology and ritual strengthened the bonds of membership and helped
sustain their indigenous identity.
That identity took very different cultural forms. The end result for the Schaghticoke, who still
retained 2000 acres of their homeland on what was then the Western Frontier, was the creation of
significant commonalities that bonded its multi-ethnic membership and invigorated its
Schaghticoke tribal community. For the dispersed and virtually landless Wangunk, however, the
most prudent path for continued indigenous identity was union with a supra-tribal organization –
the pan-Indian Brothertown Movement that eventually morphed into the Brothertown Indian
Nation of Wisconsin.45
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